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Co-expression network of long non-coding RNA and mRNA 
reveals molecular phenotype changes in kidney development of 
prenatal chlorpyrifos exposure in a mouse model
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Background: Chlorpyrifos (CPF) is one of the most widely used organophosphorus pesticides globally 
and can accumulate in the kidney. Researchers have confirmed the regulatory functions of long non-coding 
ribonucleic acid (lncRNA) in the kidney. However, very few studies have examined the effects of prenatal 
CPF exposure or lncRNA on kidney development. 
Methods: High-throughput ribonucleic acid (RNA) sequencing was performed on embryonic kidneys 
obtained at E12.5, E14.5, E16.5, and E18.5 of prenatal CPF-exposed mice and the dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) control mice. A weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) and a functional 
enrichment analysis were applied to construct a lncRNA-messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) network and 
screen targeted genes. These strategies were used to select the modules and genes correlated with prenatal 
CPF exposure in mouse kidney development. 
Results: A gene ontology (GO) analysis revealed that the hub mRNAs linked to prenatal CPF exposure 
were mainly involved in the extracellular matrix and collagen degradation. Prss1, Prss2, and Prss3 were the 
most significantly upregulated mRNAs, and all had strong connections to lncRNAs Gm28760, Gm28139, 
and Gm26717. Additionally, we analyzed the lncRNA-mRNA network at different developmental kidney 
stages after prenatal CPF exposure. The results showed that kidney development was blocked at E12.5, 
which led to ectopic proximal tubule formation at E18.5. 
Conclusions: In summary, the RNA-sequencing and weighted gene co-expression network analyses 
showed that molecular phenotype changes occur in kidney development in a prenatal CPF exposure mouse 
model.
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Introduction

As most kidney diseases’ etiologies and mechanisms are not 
fully understood, it continues to be a challenge to diagnose 
and effectively treat for kidney patients at clinics. However, 
research on physiological and pathological embryonic kidney 
development may provide potential breakthroughs (1)  
in certain kidney diseases’ pathogenesis and inform new 
therapeutic strategies.

Environmental chemical exposure has become a global 
public health problem in recent years. Many environmental 
chemicals can be detected in human blood and urine 
samples (2). Organophosphorus pesticides (OPs) are widely 
studied chemicals that can be absorbed by humans (3). 
Researchers have confirmed that prenatal exposure to OPs 
leads to neurodevelopmental disabilities and impairments 
(4-6). Chlorpyrifos (CPF) is one of the most widely used 
OPs in the world (7). Prenatal CPF exposure can cause 
abnormal neurodevelopment and behavioral abnormalities 
(8-10). CPF has been found to accumulate in various organs 
of rats, including the kidney (11).

Further, acute CPF exposure can lead to acute kidney 
injury (12). Another study showed that CPF has cytotoxic 
effects on the human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cell 
line. However, very few studies have been conducted on the 
effects of CPF exposure on kidney development. 

Long non-coding ribonucleic acids (lncRNAs) are large 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) transcripts with a length >200 nt 
that do not code for proteins (13). Despite the abundance 
of lncRNAs in the human genome, little is known about 
their biological characteristics or functional mechanisms 
(14,15). With the rapid development of high-throughput 
sequencing technology, many aspects of lncRNAs, including 
their regulatory functions, have been widely studied. 
Research has shown that lncRNAs are involved in renal 
cell carcinoma and kidney fibrosis (16-18). Such findings 
suggest that lncRNAs have affirmative action in normal 
kidney functions. LncRNAs also play a role in development 
mechanisms, such as central nervous system development 
(19-21). Thus, it was hypothesized that lncRNAs would also 
play a role in embryonic kidney development.

This study established a prenatal CPF exposure mouse 
model and performed high-throughput RNA-sequencing 
of embryonic kidneys. Additionally, under prenatal 
CPF exposure, the lncRNA-messenger ribonucleic acid 
(mRNA) networks that regulate kidney development were 
constructed using a weighted gene co-expression network 
analysis (WGCNA). We present the article following the 
ARRIVE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.

org/10.21037/atm-20-6632).

Methods

The Research Ethics Committee of The First Affiliated 
Hospital, College of Medicine, Zhejiang University 
approved the experimental protocols (No. 2018361). All 
the experiments were carried out following the National 
Institute of Health (NIH) Guide for the Care and Use of 
Laboratory Animals.

Animal samples

Eight-week-old male and female Institute of Cancer 
Research mice were obtained from Shanghai SLAC 
Laboratory Animal Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China), and bred 
in timed mating; 9 pm on the day of vaginal plug detection 
was considered embryonic day 0.5 (E0.5). CPF, a donation 
from Professor Liezhong Chen of the Zhejiang Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences (5 mg; 96% purity), was dissolved in 
1 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The pregnant mice 
were randomly divided into two groups. A CPF solution  
(5 mg/kg/day) was subcutaneously injected in pregnant mice 
from E7.5 to E11.5 (CPF group; n=6), while the control 
group (n=6) mice were injected with DMSO solution at 
the same times. Embryonic kidneys at E12.5, E14.5, E16.5, 
and E18.5 were examined under a Leica S8AP0 microscope 
(Leica, Frankfurt, Germany) as previously reported (22). 
All mice were housed in the Animal Center of Zhejiang 
University following animal-care regulations. 

RNA isolation, quantification, and qualification

Total RNA was extracted from the E12.5, E14.5, E16.5, and 
E18.5 whole mount embryonic kidneys of both the CPF 
and control groups. A miRNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany) was used to isolate total RNA. RNA purity was 
checked using the NanoPhotometer® spectrophotometer 
(IMPLEN, CA, USA). RNA integrity was assessed using the 
RNA Nano 6000 Assay Kit of the Bioanalyzer 2100 system 
(Agilent Technologies, CA, USA). RNA concentration 
was measured using the Qubit® RNA Assay Kit (Life 
Technologies, CA, USA) in the Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer 
(Life Technologies, CA, USA).

Library preparation and sequencing

A total of 3 μg RNA per sample was used as input material 
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for the RNA sample preparations. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 
was removed using an Epicentre Ribo-zero™ rRNA 
Removal Kit (Epicentre, USA); the rRNA-free residue 
was cleaned up via ethanol precipitation. Next, sequencing 
libraries were generated via rRNA-depleted RNA using 
a NEBNext® Ultra™ Directional RNA Library Prep Kit 
for Illumina® (NEB, USA) following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Finally, the libraries were sequenced 
on an Illumina Hiseq 2500 platform. and 125 bp paired-
end reads were generated. The sequencing data can be 
downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information’s Gene Expression Omnibus (accession no. 
GSE131263).

LncRNA and mRNA data analysis

Raw reads of fastq format were first processed through 
in-house Perl scripts. Clean reads were obtained upon 
removing reads containing adapters, poly-N, and low-
quality reads from raw reads. The cleaned reads were 
then mapped to the mouse genome mm10 using Spliced 
Transcripts Alignment to a Reference (STAR) software (© 
Alexander Dobin) (23). Cuffdiff2 was used to calculate the 
transcripts per million (TPM) of both lncRNAs and mRNAs, 
and the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified 
with P values <0.05 between the two groups (24). 

A WGCNA of the co-expression network of lncRNAs and 
mRNAs

The WGCNA package in R software (R Foundation for 
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) was used to analyze 
lncRNAs and mRNAs’ co-expression networks. Text files 
of lncRNA and mRNA probes with TPM values, annotated 
files, and sample information files were created as input 
files. The input files included eight samples: 4 embryonic 
kidney samples at different development time points from 
the CPF group (C12.5, C14.5, C16.5, and C18.8), and 4 
from the DMSO control group (D12.5, D14.5, D16.5, 
and D18.5). The normalized quantified sequencing data 
were used to conduct a co-expression analysis in R with the 
WGCNA package. One-step network construction and 
module detection methodology were used. The samples 
were clustered using the “hclust” function with the average 
linkage method. Network construction and module 
detection were analyzed using the blockwiseModules 
function in the WGCNA package. The dynamic tree cut 
method was used in the clustering dendrogram analysis; 

each module was assigned a unique color and contained a 
unique set of genes; modules with a correlation coefficient 
>0.6 were merged. Module eigengene was calculated 
using the “moduleEigengenes” function. Module-trait 
associations were computed among eigengenes. Two 
important parameters were calculated for further analysis: (I) 
gene significance (GS), which represented the correlation 
between the expression profile of a gene and the sample 
trait; and (II) module membership (MM), which represented 
the correlation of the gene expression profile and the 
module eigengene. Genes with an absolute value of GS >0.2 
and MM >0.8 were selected for further analysis.

Modules selection

A threshold of 0.5 for the module-trait correlation was set 
to select the modules with a significant association with 
prenatal CPF exposure. The lightpink2 and plum4 modules 
were selected with the proper module-trait correlations. 
To identify the modules related to different development 
time points, a LinePlot of the module-trait relationship was 
created for the development time points, which showed 
that the module-trait correlation coefficients of the green4 
and darkolivegreen2 modules increased with an increase 
in development time, and the module-trait correlation 
coefficient of the lavenderblush module decreased with an 
increase in development time.

GSEA

The mRNAs of selected modules with an absolute value of 
GS for trait >0.2 and MM >0.8 were included in the gene 
set enrichment analysis (GSEA), which was performed 
following a previously published method (25). Six gene set 
collections of the Molecular Signatures Database v7.1 were 
analyzed, including hallmark gene sets; c2: chemical and 
genetic perturbations, c2: all canonical pathways, c5: gene 
ontology (GO) biological processes, c5: GO molecular 
functions, and c5: GO cellular components. The resulting 
gene sets with a P value of <0.01, a false discovery rate 
(FDR) q value of <0.25, and an absolute value of normalized 
enrichment score (NES) >1 were identified as meaningful 
gene sets. The core enrichment genes from a gene set were 
identified as meaningful genes. 

Hub genes identification

The meaningful mRNAs with the top 10 frequencies 
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from the GSEA were defined as the selected modules’ hub 
mRNAs. The top 10 differentially expressed lncRNAs with 
the smallest p values (i.e., the lightpink2 and plum4 modules) 
were defined as the modules’ hub mRNAs with a significant 
association with prenatal CPF exposure. The top 10 lncRNAs 
with the largest MM values (i.e., green4, darkolivegreen2, 
and lavenderblush modules) were defined as the modules’ 
hub lncRNAs related to different development time points. 

LncRNA-mRNA network construction

LncRNA-mRNA interaction networks were generated of 
the selected modules’ hub genes from the “CytoscapeInpute-
edges-module” files with weight values between genes. 
Cytoscape 3.7.1 was used to visualize the networks. 

qRT-PCR

RNA was extracted using the TRIzol (Life Technologies, 
CA,  USA)  manua l  ex t rac t ion  method for  E18 .5 
kidneys. Total RNA (1 μg per sample) was reversed into 
complementary deoxyribonucleic acid (cDNA) using the 
PrimerScriptTM RT reagent Kit (Takara, Dalian, China). 
Quantitative polymerase chain reactions (PCR) were 
performed on a CFX96 TouchTM System (Bio-Rad, CA, 
USA) using iQTM SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, CA, 
USA). The following primers were used: 

Gapdh-F 5'TGCCCCCATGTTTGTGATG; 
Gapdh-R 5'TGTGGTCATGAGCCCTTCC;
Slc34a1-F 5'GGCTCCAACATTGGCACTACCA; 
Slc34a1-R 5'ACCACAGTAGGATGCCCGAGAT; 
Slc6a19-F 5'CGTGGTCTACTCCATCATTGGC; 
Slc6a19-R 5'GTGGCATTGCACCACTGTTGGT;
Aqp1-F 5'CTTGCCATTGGCTTGTCTGTGG; 
Aqp1-R 5'CCAGTGGTTTGAGAAGTTGCGG.

Immunohistochemistry

E18.5 kidneys were fixed in formalin and embedded in 
paraffin following a standard protocol. Sections were 
deparaffinized in xylene and ethanol gradients and then 
rehydrated in water. Antigen unmasking was performed 
with a 10 mM sodium citrate buffer at a sub-boiling 
temperature. Hydrogen peroxide (3%) was used to quench 
endogenous peroxidase enzyme activity. Tissues were 
blocked with 5% BSA for 1 h at room temperature, and 
the tissues were then incubated with a primary antibody 
overnight at 4 °C. Secondary antibody incubation and 

Diaminobenzidine (DAB) color-developing solution were 
performed with a carboxyfluorescein diacetate (CFDA) 
immunohistochemistry detection kit (Genetec, Shanghai, 
China) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. 
Images were taken using a Leica DM4000 microscope 
(Leica, Frankfurt, Germany). 

Statistical analyses

The results are displayed as means ± standard deviation 
(SD). A statistical analysis using the two-tailed t-test 
was performed with GraphPad Prism 6. A P<0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

Results

Construction of a WGCNA of prenatal CPF exposure 
mouse embryonic kidneys 

The prenatal CPF exposure mouse model was established as 
previously reported (Figure 1A) (26). RNA-sequencing was 
performed on 4 prenatal CPF-exposed embryonic kidney 
samples and 4 control samples. The samples were obtained 
at different developmental time points; 1 sample for each 
group was obtained at E12.5, E14.5, E16.5, and E18.5  
(Figure 1A). Sample clustering was performed to detect outliers, 
and all samples were retained (Figure S1A, B). A principal 
component analysis (PCA) was also conducted to detect  
Soft thresholding power β was automatically calculated using 
a “pickSoftThreshold” function in WGCNA; this value was 
chosen to raise co-expression similarity to calculate adjacency (27).  
In the present study, when β =14, the scale R2 was 0.91  
(Figure S1D). Gene network clustering and module 
identification were performed using the “blockwiseModules” 
function. Modules with a correlation coefficient >0.6 were 
merged (Figure S2A), and each module was assigned a 
unique color (Figure 1B). The analysis generated 13 modules, 
and an eigengene dendrogram and adjacency heatmap was 
generated (Figure 1C). A network heatmap plot of the selected 
genes reflected topological overlap; the light color indicates 
low topological overlap, and the darker red indicates high 
topological overlap (Figure S2B).

Co-expression modules corresponding to prenatal CPF 
exposure

Next, an association analysis was performed to examine the 
gene expression patterns in the modules and the particular 

https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-supplementary.pdf
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-supplementary.pdf
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Figure 1 Prenatal CPF exposure mouse model diagram and construction of cluster dendrogram based on RNA-sequencing data. (A) 
Schematic diagram of prenatal CPF exposure mouse model and embryonic kidney samples collection. Embryonic kidney samples were 
collected at four developmental time points (i.e., E12.5, E14.5, E16.5, and E18.5). (B) Clustering dendrogram analysis of lncRNAs and 
mRNAs in the CPF and the DMSO group. Dynamic tree cut method was used for the analysis. Each color represents a module; modules 
with correlation coefficients >0.6 were merged. Ultimately, 13 modules were synthesized. (C) Eigengene dendrogram and eigengene 
adjacency heatmap.
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trait. The r and P values are set out in the module-trait 
relationships heatmap (Figure 2A). The results showed that 
the lightpink2 (r =0.64, P=0.09) and the plum4 (r =–0.66, 
P=0.08) modules were significantly associated with prenatal 
CPF exposure. After screening with an absolute GS value 
>0.2 and an absolute MM value >0.8, 108 lncRNAs and 
735 mRNAs in the lightpink2 module and 137 lncRNAs 
and 121 mRNAs in the plum4 module remained (Table 1, 
https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-1.pdf). 
A scatterplot between MM and GS revealed that MM in the 
lightpink2 and plum4 modules was significantly correlated 
with their GS (r =0.4, P=1.1E–90; r =0.37, P=5.8E–32) 
(Figure 2B). A higher MM value indicated a higher GS 
value in module-trait relationships, which suggested that 

hub genes in the lightpink2 and plum4 modules were highly 
associated with prenatal CPF exposure.

A LncRNA-mRNA network and a functional enrichment 
analysis of modules corresponding to prenatal CPF 
exposure

The selected mRNAs (absolute value of GS >0.2, the 
absolute value of MM >0.8) from the lightpink2 and plum4 
modules were examined using a GSEA. The mRNAs with 
the top 10 frequencies in the GSEA results were defined 
as the hub mRNAs. The top 10 differentially expressed 
lncRNAs with the smallest P values of selected lncRNAs 
(absolute value of GS >0.2, the absolute value of MM >0.8) 
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from the lightpink2 and plum4 modules were defined as 
the hub lncRNAs. Finally, there were 9 hub lncRNAs and  
12 hub mRNAs in the lightpink2 module, and 6 hub 
lncRNAs and 0 hub mRNAs in the plum4 module (Table 1). 
The differentially expressed lncRNAs are set out in https://
cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-2.pdf. 

Next, a lncRNA-mRNA network was constructed of hub 
genes in the lightpink2 module using Cytoscape. LncRNAs 

are displayed as circles and mRNAs as diamonds. The 
blue color indicates the downregulation, and the red color 
indicates the upregulation of a gene in the prenatal CPF 
exposure group compared to those for the DMSO control 
group (Figure 3A). The color’s intensity is proportional to 
the logarithm of the fold change of CPF/DMSO (logFC) 
in expression. The connection of genes reflects Topological 
Overlap Matrix (TOM) similarity, which represents the co-

Figure 2 Module-trait relationships analysis and modules related to CPF treated selection. (A) Module-trait relationships analysis 
results. Each row represents a module eigengene, and each column represents a trait. DMSO, prenatal DMSO exposure; CPF, prenatal 
CPF exposure; E12.5, embryonic day 12.5; E14.5, embryonic day 14.5; E16.5, embryonic day 16.5; E18.5, embryonic day 18.5. (B) The 
scatterplots of two modules highly related to CPF, the lightpink2 and plum4 modules, correlation index and P value of MM vs. GS were 
shown. 
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Table 1 Detailed information of selected module eigengenes that are significantly correlated with CPF or embryonic day

Module Related trait Trait correlation
MM vs. GS

# of lncRNA # of mRNA # of hub lncRNA # of hub mRNA
Correlation P value

lightpink2 CPF 0.64 0.4 1.1e−90 108 735 9 12

plum4 CPF –0.66 0.37 5.8e−32 137 121 6 0

green4 E12.5 0.76 0.73 <1e−200 204 2122 10 15

darkolivegreen2 E12.5 0.64 0.57 1e−139 233 328 10 12

lavenderblush E18.5 0.66 0.72 <1e−200 49 146 10 10

Genes with the absolute values of GS for trait >0.2 and MM for module >0.8 are included. MM, module membership; GS, gene 
significance; #, numbers.

expression similarity based on the gene’s topological overlap 
(thicker edges indicate stronger connections). 

3 mRNAs from the trypsin family of serine proteases, 
Prss1, Prss2, and Prss3, were significantly upregulated in 
the CPF group. These genes encode trypsinogen and are 
members of the protein digestion and absorption pathway (28).  
They all showed strong TOM similarity with lncRNAs 
Gm28760,  Gm28139,  and Gm26717 (Figure  3A,  
Table 2). A GO enrichment analysis of selected mRNAs 
in the lightpink2 module was performed using GSEA. 
The top 5 items with the largest −ln (FDR q value) values 
of biological process (BP), molecular function (MF), and 
cellular component (CC) were shown (Figure 3B). The 
results indicated that the selected mRNAs of the lightpink2 
module were mainly involved in cellular component 
disassembly and proteolysis.  The protein-protein 
interactions (PPI) of hub mRNAs was also constructed 
in the lightpink2 module using STRING. The PPI 
results showed that the Prss1-3 interactions were closely 
connected. A STRING pathway analysis of the hub mRNAs 
in this module showed that Prss1-3 plays an important role 
in extracellular matrix and collagen degradation (Figure 3C). 

Co-expression modules corresponding to effects of prenatal 
CPF exposure at different developmental times

The line plot of r values of the module-trait relationship 
at different developmental time points showed that the r 
values of the darkolivegreen2 and green4 modules increased 
as the development time increased, while the r values of 
lavenderblush decreased as the development time increased 
(Figure 4A). MM and GS were also plotted in a scatterplot, 
and the results showed that MM in the darkolivegreen2 
and green4 modules was significant with GS at E12.5 

development time (r =0.73, P<1E–200; r =0.57, P=1E–139), 
while in the lavenderblush module, MM was significantly 
correlated with its GS at E18.5 development time (r =0.72, 
P<1E−200) (Figure 4B). Hub mRNAs were confirmed by a 
GSEA among selected mRNAs (https://cdn.amegroups.cn/
static/public/atm-20-6632-3.pdf). The top 10 lncRNAs with 
the largest MM values were defined as the hub lncRNAs. 
Finally, there are 10 hub lncRNAs and 16 hub mRNAs in 
the green4 module, 10 hub lncRNAs and 12 hub mRNAs in 
the darkolivegreen2 module (Table 1). 

E12.5 kidney development was hindered in the prenatal 
CPF exposure mouse model

LncRNA-mRNA networks of hub genes in the green4 and 
darkolivegreen2 modules were constructed separately. The 
lncRNAs are shown as circles, while the mRNAs are shown 
as diamonds. The blue color indicates the downregulation, 
and the red color indicates the upregulation of a gene in 
E12.5 under prenatal CPF exposure (Figure 5A). GO analyses 
of the selected mRNAs of the green4, and darkolivegreen2 
modules were performed using a GSEA. The top 10 items 
with the largest −ln (FDR q value) values are shown of BP for 
the darkolivegreen2 module (Figure 5B). The results showed 
that the selected mRNAs were mainly involved in urogenital 
system development, especially kidney development. 
The hub mRNAs of the darkolivegreen2 module were all 
downregulated, as reflected in the E12.5 kidney development, 
which was hindered. The top 5 items with the largest −ln 
(FDR q value) values were shown of BP, MF and CC for the 
green4 module (Figure 5C). The results indicated that the 
selected mRNAs of the green4 module were mainly involved 
in the muscle regulation process. PPI were also examined 
using the STRING of the hub mRNAs for these two 
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Figure 3 Construction of lncRNA-mRNA network based on hub genes of the lightpink2 module. (A) Network of hub lncRNAs and hub 
mRNAs of the lightpink2 module. LncRNAs are shown as circle shapes and mRNA are shown as diamond shapes. A positive log (FD) 
indicates upregulation in the CPF group, while a negative log (FD) indicates downregulation in the CPF group. The relative size of each 
node indicates the degree of undirected connectivity (number of edges) for each gene. (B) GO analysis of selected mRNAs of lightpink2 
module. Top 5 items of biological process, molecular function and cellular component were found to depend on -ln (FDR q value). FD, fold 
change. (C) Protein-protein interaction analysis and pathway enrichment analysis of hub mRNAs of the lightpink2 module by STRING. 

Table 2 Location and gene type of Gm28760, Gm28139 and Gm26717

LncRNA Location Gene type

Gm28760 Chr13: 55,835,360-55,836,095 LincRNA

Gm28139 Chr10: 66,640,918-66,641,862 LincRNA

Gm26717 Chr18: 32,153,476-32,160,427 LincRNA
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Figure 4 Screening of modules related to different development time points. (A) The line plot of module-trait relationship for development 
time points. The X-axis shows development time points; the Y-axis shows the module-trait correlation coefficient. The module-trait 
correlation coefficients of the green4 and darkolivegreen2 modules increase as development time increases, and the module-trait correlation 
coefficient of the larvenderblush module decreases as development time increases. (B) The scatterplots of the green4, darkolivegreen2 and 
larvenderblush modules.

modules. Using the cluster function in STRING, the hub 
mRNAs were divided into two clusters in accordance with 
the two modules. The red cluster comprised hub mRNAs 
from the darkolivegreen2 module, and the green cluster 
comprised hub mRNAs from the green4 module. The GO 
analysis results of the hub mRNAs using STRING were 
similar to those of the GO analysis of selected mRNAs using 
a GSEA. Thus, hub mRNAs play an important role in the 
enriched items (Figure 5C). 

Abnormal proximal tubules development in E18.5 kidney 
from the prenatal CPF exposure mouse model

As the MM in the lavenderblush module was significantly 
correlated with its GS at the E18.5 development time 

point, a lncRNA-mRNA network was constructed of the 
hub genes in the lavenderblush module. Hub mRNAs 
were confirmed using a GSEA among the selected mRNAs 
(https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-4.
pdf; https://cdn.amegroups.cn/static/public/atm-20-6632-
5.pdf). The top 10 lncRNAs with the largest MM values 
were defined as the hub lncRNAs. There were 10 hub 
lncRNAs and 10 hub mRNAs in this module. LncRNAs 
are shown as circles, and mRNAs are shown as diamonds. 
The blue color indicates the downregulation, and the red 
color indicates the upregulation of a gene in E18.5 under 
prenatal CPF exposure (Figure 6A). GO analysis of hub 
mRNAs for the lavenderblush module was performed by 
STRING. The results showed that the hub mRNAs were 
mainly involved in ion transport processes (Figure 6B). We 
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Figure 5 Construction of lncRNA-mRNA network based on hub genes of the darkolivegreen2 and green4 modules. (A) Networks of hub 
lncRNAs and hub mRNAs of the darkolivegreen2 and green4 modules. The relative size of each node indicates the degree of undirected 
connectivity (number of edges) for each gene. (B) GO analysis of selected mRNAs of darkolivegreen2 module. Top 5 items of biological 
process, molecular function and cellular component were found to depend on -ln (FDR q value). (C) GO analysis of selected mRNAs of 
the green4 module. Top 10 items of the biological process were found to depend on -ln (FDR q value). (D) A protein-protein interaction 
analysis and a GO enrichment analysis of hub mRNAs of the darkolivegreen2 and green4 modules by STRING. 
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Figure 6 Construction of lncRNA-mRNA network based on hub genes of the lavenderblush module. (A) Network of hub lncRNAs and 
hub mRNAs of the larvenderblush modules. The relative size of each node indicates the degree of undirected connectivity (number of 
edges) for each gene. (B) GO analysis of hub mRNAs of larvenderblush module. Top 5 items of biological process, molecular function and 
cellular component were found to depend on -ln (FDR q value). (C) mRNA levels Sla34a1, Slc6a19 and Aqp1. n=6. Data were shown as 
mean ± SD from 3 to 5 experiments. ****P<0.0001, ***P<0.001, **P<0.01. (D) E18.5 kidneys immunohistochemistry staining with antibody 
against Aqp1. Scale bars: 500 μm, 100 μm. Quantification data were shown. n=6. Data were shown as mean ± SD from 3 to 5 experiments. 
****P<0.0001. 
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searched the single-cell sequencing database and found 
that these hub mRNAs are mainly proximal tubule markers 
(Table 3). According to all the databases, Sla34a1, Sla6a19, 
and Aqp1 were confirmed proximal tubule markers. Thus, a 
quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) 
was performed for Sla34a1, Sla6a19, and Aqp1, and the 
results indicated that the mRNA levels of these genes were 
significantly increased in the E18.5 kidney of the CPF group 
compared to that of the DMSO control group (Figure 6C).  
Immunohistochemistry staining against Aqp1 of E 
18.5 kidneys showed that the ratio of Aqp1+ tubules/all 
tubules was significantly increased in the CPF group than 
that of the DMSO control group (Figure 6D).

Discussion

Prenatal  CPF exposure has  been found to af fect 
neurodevelopment (8-10), and lncRNAs appear to be 
involved in biological development processes (19-21). To 
date, research on prenatal CPF exposure and lncRNAs 
in kidney development has been limited. Our study 
investigated the lncRNA-mRNA regulation network 
by undertaking a WGCNA of kidney development in a 
prenatal CPF exposure mouse model. 

A WGCNA is based on a systems biology method for 
constructing correlation networks; it describes the correlation 
patterns among genes across microarray samples (29).  
Researchers found that WGCNA had a higher validation 
rate in a study of glioblastoma than a differential expression 
analysis in biomarker identification (30). Also, WGCNA is 
widely applied in molecular targets and disease-associated 
pathway screenings of many diseases and biological 
processes (31-33).

In our study, high-throughput RNA-sequencing was 
performed on embryonic kidneys obtained at E12.5, 
E14.5, E16.5, and E18.5 from prenatal CPF exposure 
mice and DMSO control mice. The WGCNA produced 
13 module clusters based on the sequenced data, and 
each module was assigned a unique color. A module-trait 
relationships analysis indicated that the lightpink2 and 
plum4 modules were related to prenatal CPF exposure. A 
scatterplot between MM and GS also showed that MM in 
the lightpink2 and plum4 modules correlated significantly 
with GS, suggesting that the hub genes in the lightpink2 
and plum4 modules were highly associated with prenatal 
CPF exposure. Hub genes were selected (seen the methods 
section); however, it should be noted that there were no hub 
mRNAs in the plum4 module. Thus, we only constructed 

the hub lncRNA-mRNA network of the lightpink2 module 
using Cytoscape. The result showed that 3 hub mRNAs 
of the trypsin family of serine proteases, Prss1, Prss2, and 
Prss3, were significantly upregulated in the CPF group. 

Further, they all had strong TOM similarity with 3 
significantly downregulated hub lncRNAs, Gm28760, 
Gm28139, and Gm26717. GO analysis revealed that 
Prss1-3 plays an important role in the extracellular matrix 
and collagen degradation. This lncRNA-mRNA network 
showed that prenatal CPF exposure mainly affected the 
degradation of extracellular matrix and collagen, and 
Prss1-3 under the regulation of Gm28760, Gm28139, and 
Gm26717 were the core genes.

We also investigated the effect of prenatal CPF exposure 
on kidney development at different embryonic days. The 
darkolivegreen2 and green4 modules were found to be related 
to E12.5 kidney development with prenatal CPF exposure, 
while the lavenderblush module was found to be related to 
E18.5 kidney development. GO analysis of selected mRNAs 
from the darkolivegreen2 module revealed that kidney 
development was hindered at E12.5 after prenatal CPF 
exposure. All the hub mRNAs were downregulated in the 
darkolivegreen2 module. Osr1, Wt1, and foxd1 were known 
nephron progenitor cell (NPC) markers, the low expression 
of NPC markers reflects the NPC self-renewal process’s 
inhibition, which leads to abnormal nephron development 
(34-36). The LncRNA-mRNA network showed that all of 
the hub mRNAs were connected with lncRNA Gm13446. 
GO analysis of the green4 module revealed the lncRNA-
mRNA network mainly involved in muscle regulation. 
Notably, hub mRNAs in the lavenderblush module were 
all membrane transporter genes, and most of them were 
proteins expressed on proximal tubules. These results showed 
that ectopic proximal tubules formed in E18.5 kidneys in the 
CPF group. We verified this finding through qRT-PCR and 
immunohistochemistry staining. 

In summary, our study revealed molecular phenotype 
changes in the kidney development of a prenatal CPF 
exposure mouse model via RNA-sequencing and a 
WGCNA. The novel findings that a lncRNA-mRNA 
network regulated the kidney development process in 
our mouse model may provide a new treatment strategy 
for early kidney disease intervention. We will use small 
interfering RNA and Gabmer to confirm mRNA-lncRNA 
relationships in kidney cell lines in our future research. 
Additionally, an in vitro culture of the embryonic kidney 
will be performed in a functional study to confirm the direct 
role of hub lncRNAs as found in our research.
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Table 3 Cell localization of hub mRNA in the lavenderblush module collected from public single-cell sequencing databases

Gene name
Databasesw

CellMarker PanglaoDB Mouse cell atlas

Slc34a1 Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells

Acinar cells S1 proximal tubule cells

Distal tubule cells

Principal cells

Slc6a19 Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells

S1 proximal tubule cells

Slc34a2 – – Not a marker

Slc5a1 – Distal tubule cells S1 proximal tubule cells

S3 proximal tubule cells

Slc34a3 – Proximal tubule cells Not a marker

Slc1a1 – Proximal tubule cells Not a marker

Slc23a1 – Proximal tubule cells Not a marker

Slc9a3 – Unknown –

Slc5a8 Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells Not a marker

Aqp1 Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells Proximal tubule cells

Endothelial cells Fenestrated endothelial cells

Unknown Endothelial cells

Epithelial cells
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Figure S1 Sample cluster analysis and network topology analysis. (A) Sample clustering to detect outliers plot. (B) Sample dendrogram and 
trait heatmap. (C) A PCA analysis of mRNA (left) and lncRNA (right). (D) A soft threshold powers analysis, including scale independence 
index (left) and mean connectivity (right). C, CPF; D, DMSO.
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Figure S2 Module eigengene clustering and network construction. (A) Clustering of module eigengenes; the red line represents the cutoff 
at which modules were merged. (B) The network heatmap depicts the TOM of selected genes.
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